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Update on Wilmar’s attempt to strip growers of
their rights to use QSL
On 19 May 2015 the Member for Dalrymple, Mr Shane Knuth MP, introduced the Sugar Industry (Real Choice in Marketing)
Amendment Bill 2015 (click here) to the Queensland Parliament which was referred to the Agriculture and Environment
Committee for consideration. The committee report to the House by 14 September 2015.
The objective of the Bill is to provide cane growers with the right to have real choice over who sells and prices Grower Economic
Interest (GEI) sugar and address the imbalance in market power between mill owners and growers. A copy of the Explanatory
Notes are available by clicking here.
On Wednesday, Shane Knuth briefed the Agriculture and Environment Committee on his
private members’ Real Choice in Marketing Bill. This briefing took place at Parliament
House Brisbane.
The briefing, which ran for about an hour, was broadcast live via the Parliament’s website
and readers can view a replay here.
The committee has invited written submissions on the Bill. The closing date for those submissions is Monday 20 July 2015.
CANEGROWERS Queensland and ACFA will be making a joint submission to the Committee. Canegrowers Burdekin will also
make a submission. But we know from previous Inquiries that the submissions from every day cane farmers are taken very
seriously by committee members. These types of submission have the ability to share the individual thoughts and feelings of the
cane farming families, the voters in this state. We encourage growers to make a submission and we are happy to help with this.
In the Canegrowers Burdekin submission we will be stressing that if international giant Wilmar has its way, the industry will lose
our successful Queensland marketing system. A system which has faithfully served the needs of the cane industry for over 100
years.
We will stress that Wilmar’s proposal will take away farmers rights to utilise the Australian,
owned, marketing company Queensland Sugar Ltd.
We will also stress the results of a survey from earlier this year which







not for profit, industry

SHOUT OUT a clear message:

97% of growers want to be able to choose the marketer of their sugar
95% said the government needs to intervene to protect their rights in this regard
93% said they don’t trust their miller to share profit fairly if they are not made to do so
90% said they didn’t want access to an independent marketer taken away
93% said they will not have confidence to expand if their marketing choice is denied

Agriculture and Environment Committee Membership

Inquiry Timeline

Ms Jennifer Howard MP, Member for Ipswich (ALP), Chair
Mr Stephen Bennett MP, Member for Burnett, (LNP) Deputy Chair
Mrs Julieanne Gilbert MP, Member for Mackay (ALP)
Mr Robbie Katter MP, Member for Mount Isa (KAP)
Mr Linus Power MP, Member for Logan (ALP)
Mr Ted Sorensen MP, Member for Hervey Bay (LNP)

Tuesday 19 May

Bill referred to the committee for
inquiry and report

Monday 20 July

Closing date for submissions

Monday 14

Reporting deadline set by the

September

House

Cane crushed statistics for the Burdekin

1,710,800
tonnes

Week 5 — as at 11/07/2015

CROP CRUSHED TO DATE

2015
estimate
8,270,000

21%

Federal Government’s Agricultural White Paper
The Federal Government released their
Agricultural Competitiveness White Paper
on the 4th July.
This paper is the end result of an election
promise.
The White Paper states the Federal
Government’s vision to build a more
profitable, more resilient and more
sustainable agriculture sector to help drive a
stronger Australian economy. The White Paper contains five key
themes under the titles of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A fairer go for farm businesses
Building the infrastructure of the 21st century
Strengthening our approach to drought
management
Farming smarter
Accessing premium markets

and

risk

Having spent the last 18 months unsuccessfully endeavouring to
reach a commercial solution to the marketing impasse whilst
protecting growers interests and their 100 year old right to have
access to an Australian, industry owned, not for profit
marketing company, we particularly welcome the White Paper’s
proposal to boost the ACCC’s
engagement with a new
Commissioner dedicated to agriculture. We see huge benefits in
a more farm-savvy and proactive ACCC to encourage fair-trading
and strengthen competition in agricultural supply chains.
The key to the paper will be in the implementation, particularly as before we know it another Federal election will be in progress
which may include a set of new “election promises”.

Weed spotter’s bulletin

SRA eNewsletter

In the July bulletin hygrophila (Hygrophila costata) and Hudson
pear (Cylindropuntia rosea and C. tunicata) are revisted and
spiked pepper (Piper aduncum) is introduced, a serious weed
to our north in New Guinea.

The Sugar Research Australia eNewsletter is avavilable online
by clicking here.

Click here to read.

In this edition read about research that could lead to rapid
measurement in the field of sugarcane traits such as CCS,
fibre and disease resistance, current vacancies at SRA, and an
update on upcoming events.

SRA announces
appointments to
Research Funding Panel
The Sugar Research Australia (SRA) Board has announced new
appointments to the Research Funding Panel (RFP).
The RFP provides a crucial role in overseeing SRA’s contestable
research grants process and broader research investments.
A national recruitment process was undertaken in recent months
and suitable candidates were interviewed by an RFP selection
committee, comprising Deputy Director-General of the
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries (Queensland) Dr Beth
Woods and two SRA directors.
The RFP will now be led by the new Chair, Mr John Pollock, who
has resigned his position on the SRA Board to take on the role of
RFP Chair.
“Mr Pollock has a lifetime career in the Australian sugarcane
industry and I congratulate him on his appointment as Chair,”
SRA Chair Paul Wright AM said. “He was a Director of BSES
from 2006 to 2013 and also of SRA since its formation in 2013.
He has extensive experience in natural resource management,
primary industries and corporate management, and has been
involved in the sugarcane industry as a grower, researcher,
public policy officer, and research manager and funder.”
Mr Pollock is joined by new RFP members Dr Jeremy Burdon
and Mr Gary Longden, while existing RFP member Dr Andrew
Wood was reappointed. Dr Ian Johnsson contributes to the RFP
as its SRA Board Director.
“Mr Longden adds crucial milling expertise to the RFP, and Dr
Burdon is a former head of CSIRO’s Plant Industry Division and
brings a vast wealth of crop science experience to the table,” Mr
Wright said.
“The considerable experience of the RFP will ensure that the
projects being submitted to SRA for funding will deliver valuable
outcomes for SRA’s investors. The RFP members will provide
rigorous assessment to projects in line with the needs of SRA
investors.
“I also extend my thanks on behalf of all the SRA Board to
retiring RFP members Dr Nils Berding, Dr Paul Donnelly, Mr
Laurie Watson, and Professor Alan Johnson, who formerly held
the position of Chair.
“They have made valuable contributions over the last two years,
and I expect the positive oversight will continue under the RFP
into the future, as SRA continues to deliver on research,
development and extension activities for SRA investors.”

Queensland Biofuels
Mandate - Update
In the 29th June edition of canenews
(click here) we provided a lengthy story
on the Queensland Government’s
proposed “Biofuel Mandate”.
We advised in this story that the
Government wanted to hear from
industry and community members by 3rd
July.
The key points from the CANEGROWERS submission (click
here) are:



Canegrowers welcomes the Government’s intention to
introduce a mandate for biofuels



Without Government intervention the ethanol business
case does not stack up economically and government
intervention is needed to make it economically viable



Investors and feedstock suppliers need to be sure the
Government is seriously committed and this commitment
needs to be for a minimum commitment time of 10 years



Ethanol %, Canegrowers question if 2% is high enough
and suggests 4% may be more appropriate as a starting
point with a clear ramping up framework



Excise and pricing ... there needs to be collaboration and
coordination with the Federal Government to ensure the
excise difference between local and imported ethanol is
significant and to ensure the price for ethanol for
consumers is attractive



There is a need for a Government Consumer Education
program to ensure consumers are educated to ensure
demand



Research ...there is a need for the Government to
consider funding direct investment fin a breeding program
for suitable biofuels cane varieties



The current proposed Vegetation Management Act (land
clearing) may prevent development of greenfield sites and
put up unnecessary barriers to expansion needed to meet
increased demand for cane

Defining phenotypic properties with
NIR spectroscopy
Over the past few weeks SRA Brisbane-based Researchers Eloise
Keeffe and Peimaneh Lee-Steere have been hard at work in the lab at
SRA Mackay. They are using near infrared (NIR) spectroscopic methods
and traditional chemistry to collect information about phenotypic traits of
sugarcane. Currently in its early stages, this research ties in with SRA’s
plant breeding program and is made possible through a combination of
field and laboratory work.
NIR spectroscopic methods are widely used in the Australian sugar
industry because samples can be analysed for multiple properties,
quickly, with little to no sample preparation. Although the instrumentation
can come in many formats, the general principle is the same: a sample is
illuminated by a broadband light source, which interacts with the sample
at the molecular level. A detector then collects the altered light returning from the sample in the NIR region of the electromagnetic
spectrum (1100-2300 nm). The light is altered based on interaction with specific bonds within organic molecules, generally
involving carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitrogen, which vibrate at known frequencies. The NIR spectroscopic data is combined
with data collected by traditional methods thorough a multivariate statistical approach called chemometrics. This allows
calibrations to be developed that will predict certain traits from the NIR spectra alone.
Eloise and Peimaneh are experimenting with a traditional, laboratory-based NIR instrument, as well as a hand-held NIR
instrument, which is about the size of a golf ball and designed to be operated in the field via a tablet or phone. If success ful, the
advent of this technology will allow the rapid, robust measurement of multiple phenotypic traits (CCS, fibre, disease) from cane
standing in the field. Potentially, this could be transitioned from the breeding program to identify useful markers in growers’ fields
to signal ripeness, water stress, or disease.

Barratta Creek project revegetation update

.

Limited spaces in
Innovation Bus Tour
NQ Dry Tropics are hosting an Innovations in Other Regions
and Industries Bus Tour departing 1pm next Thursday.
This will give cane farmers the opportunity to see first-hand
what is happening outside the sugarcane industry and identify
new management practices that can reduce impacts on the
Great Barrier Reef.
The 3-day bus tour will investigate water management,
precision
agriculture,
alternative
crops,
robotics,
biocommodities and liquid fertilisers.
Transport, accommodation and Thursday night dinner
included for registered guests, just cover the costs of your
other meals.
Spaces are limited so get in quick by contacting Anthony Curro
on 0408 272 613.

Talk to the
experts at
Sugarcane Innovation
Expo
When:
Tuesday, 4th August 2015
Where: SRA Research Station, Brandon
Time:
4.00 - 7.30pm
Cost:
Free
RSVP:
To Belinda Billing on 4783 8607 or email
bbilling@sugarresearch.com.au
Burdekin sugarcane extension services, including SRA, DAF,
BPS, BBIFMAC and Farmacist are working together to bring a
selection of sugarcane innovations to the local cane
community at the Sugar Innovation Expo.
Come along for an opportunity to see and learn about new
developments in sugarcane farming with live demonstrations
and plenty of opportunities to talk to professionals and other
growers about management issues, with a focus on effective
weed management.

 See DAF’s Dual Herbicide Spray (DHS) Rig in action,
including viewing the spray pattern under UV light

 Talk with experts on fallow cropping, with information on
making smart decisions on fallow management with
limited water

 Learn about using shielded sprayers from experienced
growers and professionals

 Live demonstration of spray nozzle patterns and
performance

 Get the latest on the Burdekin real time water quality
monitoring program from BBIFMAC and BPS
The eventing will include a BBQ dinner with additional
opportunities to discuss regional issues and share ideas for
future events with industry partners. Please RSVP to attend.

CANEGROWERS members
For free advice on legal issues
contact Canegrowers’ legal
advisor Chris Cooper

free call 1800 177 159

CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the fight
on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 14 July 2015

Marketing


CANEGROWERS met with senior officials of the Federal Department of Industry to discuss issues in relation to the
mandatory Code of Conduct recommended by the Federal Taskforce.



CANEGROWERS met with senior officials of the State Department of Agriculture to build support for amendments to the
Sugar Industry Act that will enable grower choice in marketing.

Electricity


QFF introduced Andrew Chamberlin, recently employed to be the major point of contact and stakeholder interface for the
Ergon funded Energy Savers Plus Program.



The Energy Savers Plus Program targets many on-farm energy efficiency issues. In addition to this activity CANEGROWERS
is continuing its strong advocacy for lower, more sustainable electricity prices and is participating in the Power to the People
electricity campaign being coordinated by the group “Handle my Complaint”.

Trade


Our advocacy in support of sugar’s inclusion in the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) has been reflected in public comments
made by an array of MPs over the last fortnight and bought home in two separate comments made by the Federal Minister
for Agriculture and the Federal Trade Minister.



With the TPP negotiations close to their end point, contact your local members to seek their public support and advocacy for
the full inclusion of sugar in the TPP.



Key messages for these discussions are:

 “Sugar must be included in the TPP”.
 “There is no reason why access to the US market for unsubsidised Australian sugar should restricted to 87,402 tonnes,
when Mexico enjoys access for 1.5 Mt of sugar that has been found to be subsidised and dumped into the US”.

 “A TPP agreement must look beyond US politics to fully include open access for unsubsidised Australian sugar”.

Smartcane BMP


Michael Quirk started on Monday 13 July 2015 as the Project Manager for the Smartcane BMP program. CANEGROWERS
welcomes Michael to the organisation and the experience he brings to the Smartcane BMP role.



John Deere and CANEGROWERS held a 1.5 day workshop in Mackay to discuss how the John Deere products and services
can support the Smartcane BMP program.



The workshop came out of a meeting CANEGROWERS had with John Deere about the Smartcane BMP program and the
Smartcane BMP record keeping app. All the John Deere dealers from Queensland attended the workshop. On 8 July 2015,
the dealers heard about the sustainability challenges in the industry and spend the majority of the day reviewing the modules
to see where John Deere’s equipment, products and services could support the Smartcane BMP program. 9 July saw visits
to a farm in Mackay and farm in Proserpine to look at John Deere equipment, hear from growers about their practices, the
industry and the Smartcane BMP program.



Independent third party audits are continuing. Two Smartcane BMP accredited growers in Mackay underwent the third part
audit. The report will be provided by the auditor in the coming weeks.

CANEGROWERS
Queensland … taking up
the fight continued
Biosecurity – Red Witchweed


CANEGROWERS met with Stephen and Neiola Vella on
their farm in Mackay. Discussion focused on eradication,
owner reimbursement costs and the actions that they need
to take on farm.



CANEGROWERS also met with Vince Muscat and
Mariann Neilson at CANEGROWERS Mackay to discuss
Red Witchweed.



CANEGROWERS will follow up with Biosecurity
Queensland and Australian Government on the matter.

Waterfind Burdekin
Haughton WSS Water
Market Summary

Nitrogen Use Efficiency


CANEGROWERS attended a Nitrogen Use Efficiency
(NUE) workshop at which the findings of the Review of
Nitrogen Use Efficiency in Sugarcane (an SRA project
which has just been completed) and the current research
being conducted through SRA was presented. There were
about 40 people from a range of research and government
institutions. There are four major areas of research
although they are all interrelated.

Allocations

 Research to enable the updating of six easy steps for
more precision agriculture.

 Research to deliver more N efficient varieties.
 Research into using remote sensing to determine N in
the plant and possible “on the go” N adjustments.

 Research to look at improving the timing of N

Dam Storage

availability and crop needs mostly around slow release
fertilisers.

Transport


Representation was made to Ergon by CANEGROWERS
with respect to transport operators moving harvesters
having to apply for Ergon over height permits every 28
days instead of once per season.

Rural Fire Service


Representation has been made to Rural Fire Service to
maintain the Notice which allows growers to burn without a
permit under certain conditions. Rural Fire Service believe
there are fewer growers and that overall the growing
community understanding and experience with cane fires
has diminished with reduced burning and therefore there
needs to be a change.

The above information is provided by Waterfind.
The
information provided is of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for professional advice.
Waterfind accepts no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any information provided. For
more information click here.

Pricing information
2015 Season Advances & Payments
as at 10 June 2015

2014 Season Advances & Payments
as at 10 July 2015
$/tonne IPS
Initial *
21 August 14*
23 October 14*
18 December 14*
22 January 15*
19 February 15*
19 March 15*
23 April 15*
21 May 15*
2 July 15*
17 July 15

% estimated
return

$249
$275
$290
$310
$323
$337
$353
$368
$379
$392
$404

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
92.5%
95.0%
97.5%
100%

$/tonne IPS
Initial *
20 August 15
22 October 15
17 December 15
21 January 16
18 February 16
17 March 16
21 April 16
19 May 16
23 June 16
Final Payment

% estimated
return

$227
$257
$277
$296
$307
$317
$326
$336
$345
$365
$387

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
92.5%
95.0%
97.5%
100%

* paid

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2013 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 17 July 2015
Gross

$/Tonne IPS

2015 Season

$382

$362

2016 Season

$426

$406

2017 Season

$449

$429

Estimated QSL 2015 Pool Prices
As at 30 June 2015
$/Tonne IPS
GROSS

2014 season final
payment
With Wilmar Sugar expected to receive the final sugar
payments for the 2014 season on 15 June, the final payment
for the 2014 season cane will be made to growers on Friday 17
July.
The final advances schedule is now available for growers on
the website.

QSL Harvest Pool

$375

The relevant data affecting your members payments are as
follows;

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$383

US Quota Price, $/tonne IPS

$505.07

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$406

Harvest Pool, $/tonne IPS

$401.88

QSL US Quota Pool

$662

Reference Sugar Value,

$403.39 (calculated from the above)

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2015

$422

Molasses Price, $/tonne

$96.33

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2015

$437

QSL 2-season Forward Pool 2016

$410

QSL 3-season Forward Pool 2016

$425

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.

The following allowances are payable to members;
Molasses Gainsharing, $/tonne cane

$0.2253

Supervision, $/tonne cane

$0.2794

Sugar Quality Premiums were paid with the April sugar
advance.

DATES TO
REMEMBER
Innovation in Sugar
Expo, Tuesday 4
August, 4.00-7.00pm @
SRA Research Station

Lower Burdekin Landcare Meeting
Tuesday 4 August 2015
5.00pm
Ernie Ford Room, Burdekin Shire Council

NQ Dry Tropics
Innovation Bus Tour,
Thursday 23 - Sunday
26 July, Departs 1pm @
Burdekin Theatre

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

@BurdekinCANE

Is your cane farm for sale?
Why not advertise it in canenews for just
$25.00 per week

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd

Phone Tiffany on 4790 3600
for more information
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QFF &
NFF
Updates
CANEGROWERS

is an active
member of
National Farmers’
Federation (NFF)
and Queensland
Farmers
Federation
(QFF) , a
partnership
through which we
have been able to
concentrate and
leverage
influence in areas
of importance to
the cane
industry. As part
of a range of
services, NFF &
QFF provides a
range of
information,
including weekly
cross-commodity
updates.

QFF’s 10 things you need to know
1.

Increased investment in biosecurity, particularly plant biosecurity, to fund the future
recommendations of the Government’s review of biosecurity capabilities following recent years of
declining funding.

2.

Concrete action to reduce the impact of solar feed in tariffs on electricity prices.

3.

Funding to support the investigation and implementation of local management for Queensland's
eight irrigation distribution schemes.

4.

Funding for industry engagement mechanisms to ensure the Government's major training
investment meets agriculture sector skills requirements.

5.

The maintenance of existing drought and natural disaster assistance mechanisms.

6.

Dedicated investment in resilience planning to increase natural disaster preparedness for
agriculture and other rural industries.

7.

A five per cent increase in the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries budget, to allow for more
proactive investment in cooperative programs with industry.

8.

Continued investment in industry-led Best Management Practice (BMP) programs, which offer
demonstrated environmental results for the Reef.

9.

Funding to educate and assist industry to adapt to Work Health and Safety regulatory changes,
including the WHS and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2015.

10. An increase in rural and regional infrastructure investment to improve agricultural supply chains.

NFF Statement on Shenhua Watermark Coal Project
The National Farmers’ Federation (NFF) has joined with the community of the Liverpool Plains and
NSW Farmers in raising serious concerns about the Federal Government’s decision to approve the
Shenhua Coal Mine.
A large open cut mind which has the potential to compromise food and fibre production should not
be allowed in close proximity to some of Australia’s best agricultural land.
The NFF believes the decision by both the NSW and Federal Government demonstrates an
unwillingness to properly balance the needs of mining industries with those of farmers and food
production.
We urge the Federal Government, in collaboration with the NSW Government, to redouble their
efforts and leave no stone unturned in the protection of agricultural land and water assets.
The decision by the Federal Government should prompt a rethink and public debate about how farm
land is protected in this country. To view the online version, please see here.

R&D Levy Inquiry Report
The report into Industry structures and systems governing the imposition and disbursement of
marketing and research and development (R&D) levies in the agricultural sector, was recently
handed down by the Senate Rural and Regional Affairs and Transport References Committee.
The NFF and its members were pleased to see the report provide a general endorsement of
Australia’s agricultural levy system: a system which delivers pooled funds for valuable industry
research and development, marketing and biosecurity preparedness measures that would otherwise
be unaffordable for majority of farmers.
A key recommendation from the report included a central levy payer database, a measure
suggested by NFF, to improve communication and transparency between farmers and Rural
Research & Development Corporations (RDCs). For more info, see our release here.

Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

PROJECT &
TRAINING CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill
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DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair
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jorfar@exemail.com.au

0427 768 479

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva
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In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Inkerman

Vicki Lewis

vicki@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

Kalamia

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Invicta

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

